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Abstract. We propose a powerful shape representation to recognize
sketches drawn on a pen-based input device. The proposed method is
robust to the sketching order by using the combination of distance map
and direction histogram. A distance map created after normalizing a free-
hand sketch represents a spatial feature of shape regardless of the writing
order. Moreover, a distance map which acts a spatial feature is more ro-
bust to shape variation than chamfer distance. Direction histogram is
also able to extract a directional feature unrelated to the drawing order
by using the alignment of the spatial location between two neighboring
points of the stroke. The combination of these two features represents
rich information to recognize an input sketch. The experiment result
demonstrates the superiority of the proposed method more than previ-
ous works. It shows 96% recognition performance for the experimental
database, which consists of 28 freehand sketches and 10 on-line hand-
written digits.

Keywords: Shape representation, Sketch recognition, Sketching order,
On-line handwriting recognition.

1 Introduction

Recently, as pen-based input devices became popular in the education area by the
advance of tablet PC, it is increasing the needs to recognize not only handwritten
characters, but also sketches with various shapes. The spatial information is used
as an important factor in recognizing handwritten sketches because it illustrates
the shape of the input object. However, contrary to printed characters, it has a
large shape variation in terms of each individual’s in handwritten characters [1].
Therefore, the variation of input must be strongly considered when describing
the features of a sketch in the handwriting recognition; especially for writing in-
dependent sketch. Fortunately, the additional information of the writing, such as
the number of strokes or the end points for each stroke, can be used to recognize
on-line handwriting. In particular, the directional information of the writing for
each stroke is another significant factor, in addition to the spatial information
of writing. However, when the system tries to represent the directional feature
of a sketch, it must consider that users can draw each sketch regardless of some
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decisive factors for directional feature, such as the order of input or the number
of strokes.

A lot of study groups have over the past decades researched how to illus-
trate the feature information of freehand writing [2]. Also, their research has
a widespread application in various environments [3], [4], [5]. Chan and Yeung
[5] proposed a feature representation method to recognize handwriting by us-
ing fundamental properties of symbol consisting of a primitive set. This method
has a weakness, which makes it difficult to recognize complex symbols or gen-
eral sketches. Matsakis [6] represented shapes consisting of multi-strokes using
aligned points that are invariant to the order of writing. However, this method
does not consider the different number of strokes that can be drawn by different
writers. It is also impossible to apply this method to symbols having loop like
0, 8 and ∞. Belongie [7] proposed shape context method using distance and
direction between sampling points as feature information. It is less accurate in
recognizing shapes that have large variations, but it can represent sketches as
rich features simply by their distance and direction. Laviola [8] proposed a sym-
bol representation method combined with fourteen different features such as the
number of strokes, aspect ratio, intersection points, angle histogram and so on.
It demonstrates that a combination feature consisting of several different kinds
of slight features has enough accuracy to recognize a symbol.

In this paper, we propose a shape representation method with a high discrim-
inating power using a combination of spatial and directional feature to recognize
input sketch on Tablet PC. First of all, we use distance map, given the distance
to the nearest edge at every pixel in the shape to represent spatial information.
By the way, chamfer matching using distance map cannot handle large shape
variation like handwriting because it just uses the edge of strokes as a measure
[9]. In order to solve this problem, we use a distance map as a robust concerning
large variations of on-line handwriting. This is due to the fact that it has more
detail and rich spatial information of strokes. Moreover, we add the direction of
strokes into feature data of input to increase recognition accuracy. In this work,
we propose the representation method of directional features to be invariant to
the order and the number of strokes using direction histogram.

After this section, we show how the proposed shape representation method can
be robust in regards to writing order and variation by using distance map and
direction histogram in section 2. In section 3 we show how to make features using
the proposed method and to recognize the new input using them. Section 4 shows
the results of our recognition experiments on a database including handwritten
digits and freehand sketches. Finally, we present conclusions in section 5.

2 Shape Representation

In this chapter, we propose a shape representation method to be robust in its
sketching order. The proposed method consists of two steps. One is to normal-
ize freehand sketch and another is to extract features from normalized sketch
data. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed method. For the the
normalization step, control points are extracted using curvature properties of
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Fig. 1. System overview. After a couple of preprocessing from freehand sketch, the
feature of sketch can be represented with distance map and direction histogram.

input sketch. Then, noises are removed by line and curve fitting using detected
control points. Finally, the result of fitting process is interpolated into regular
size, m × n, to normalize aspect ratio. The second step is to extract spatial and
directional features from normalized sketch data. In order to represent spatial
feature, we use distance map computed by distance transform. This method
helps the system reduce errors which can occur within the same category be-
cause features made solely by edges can be sparse. Next, in order to represent
directional feature, we have to consider a variation of strokes drawn by different
people for the same shape. This is because the order of drawing for a shape can
not be the same for different writers and its effects on directional features for
the shape. In order to solve this problem, we proposed directional feature which
is invariant toward the order of drawing by the process of alignment between
neighboring sampling points.

2.1 Sketch Normalization

A stroke is defined as a set of point, x = (x, y)T , on 2D plane. The set con-
sists of p points between pen-down point and pen-up point. A stroke, si, is
defined as si = {x1, . . . ,xp}. A sketch or online handwritten symbol is consisted
of a set {s1, . . . , ss} having above one stroke. We define the set of the control
point, P, as the part of input points in which dramatically change the direction,
such as the corner, a high curvature, and junction. By the definition, P satisfies
pi ∈ {s1, . . . , ss}, ∀pi ∈ P. About a point xi, we define the nearest control point
on a spatial domain as p̂ and define two vectors dxp and dxx where dxp = xi − p̂
and dxx = xi − xi+1. Now, the dot product, Dp(xi), of two vectors is expressed
as Dp(xi) = (dT

xpdxx)/(‖dxp‖‖dxx‖). If Dp(xi) is more than the threshold, it
means that the curvature of xi is small, i.e., the point is not a control point. We
apply this rule to all input points and the point that satisfies the rule is added
at a set of control points. This algorithm is summarized in Table 1. However,
inadequate points remain around the corner of the stroke. We simply eliminate
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Table 1. The proposed feature point detection algorithm based on the dot product

A stroke X = [x1, · · · ,xk], xi ∈ �2 is given. Define P as the set of control points and
φ as the threshold. Initially, P is the empty set.

Initialization:
P ← P

⋃
x0

Iteration:
For i = 1 to k

Compute the nearest control point of xi.
Compute the dot product Dp(xi).
If Dp(xi) < φ

P ← P
⋃

xi

control points which are close together because they have a tendency of being
together.

When we extracted control points from an stroke by using the proposed feature
point detection algorithm, we classify each control point pair as a line or a
curve. To this work, we used L2/L1 proposed in [10] where L1(i, j) = ‖xi − xj‖
and L2(i, j) =

∑j
l=i ‖xl − xl+1‖, given the control point pair consisting of two

neighbors, Pi and Pj . By L1 and L2, each control point pair is classified as a
curve, if L2/L1 is above the threshold, φc, otherwise it is classified as a line.
The control point pair, which is classified as a line is beautified from the line,
which pass through the start and end point of the pair. In the case of a curve, we
expressed the curve as a quadratic Bezier curve by using the proposed algorithm
in [10].

Lastly, the sketch which is fitted by line and curve is interpolated into regular
size to reduce the effect of different aspect ratio. A sketch is interpolated with
the scale ratio which adjusts the width and height of sketch into m and n. In
this paper, we define the interpolated sketch as I(x, y) ∈ �m×n.

2.2 Spatial Information Using Distance Map

We propose a spatial feature representation method using a distance map to be
robust to shape variation as well as sketching order in handwritten sketches. The
proposed spatial feature is trivially robust to sketching order because a distance
map represents a captured image of sketch. In chamfer matching, first proposed
by Barrow [11], distance transform creates a distance map, which represents how
far each pixel is from the edges. Lower value is assigned to pixels near edges and
higher value is assigned to pixels far from edges. By chamfer matching, the edge
of new input is superimposed on the distance maps of each template. Then, the
input is recognized as the category of the template with the lowest sum of the
edge hits. Here, the sum of the edge hits is called chamfer distance. However,
original chamfer matching using chamfer distance lacks robustness concerning
the environment with a large shape variation like on-line handwriting [9]. On the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Examples of the normalization result. (a) Freehand sketch. (b) Control point
detection. (c) Line and curve fitting. (d) Aspect ratio normalization.

other hand, the case of using a distance map for spatial information of sketch
gives us a richer spatial information because each pixel on distance map has
more detail for each spatial feature. Given normalized sketch I(x, y) in regular
size , m × n, a distance map of the sketch is defined as C(x, y) ∈ �m×n by the
proposed algorithm in [12]. Fig. 3 shows examples of a distance map.

Fig. 3. Examples of a distance map. Input sketches are on top, and distance maps
created by input sketches are on bottom. Black area is more closed to the edges, and
white area is farther from edges in distance maps.

As we proposed, feature information using distance map can solve the another
problem of original chamfer matching which is that chamfer distance considers
edge pixels just as meaningful information. In this case, this problem is shown
in Fig. 4. In contrast, our proposed approach not only solves this problem, but
it also creates a robust feature toward shape variation. This is because all pixels
on distance map can be meaningful to represent the shape.

2.3 Direction Histogram

We propose invariant directional feature using a histogram toward sketching
order or the number of strokes. The directional information of input strokes is
one of the significant features, in addition to the spatial information of writing.
Thus, this factor is often used to recognize shape in several research area [9],
[5], [8] [6]. When feature of shape is represented using directional information,
one significant factor has to be considered. The same shape can be drawn in a
different order by different persons. As a result, feature can describe the same
sketch in a different way. For example, if two people try to draw input ’1’ on
screen, one person can draw it from top to bottom, while another person can
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. The problem of original chamfer matching. The number of each pixel is distance
to the nearest edge and the dotted line is the edge of new input. (a) is the comparison
between a template for digit 4 and a new input for digit 1, and (b) is the comparison
between a template for digit 1 and a new input for digit 1. The chamfer distance is 0
in both cases, so this input can be recognized as both 4 and 1.

draw it from bottom to top for the same shape. In order to solve this problem, we
propose a direction invariant method by using the process of alignment between
neighbors of sampling points

Given normalized sketch I(x, y), the set of re-sampling points is define as
{Xi...Xk}, where Xi = (xi, yi)T and the number of points in the set of normal-
ized strokes is defined as k. Then direction of input points is given as :

D(i) = tan−1(
yj+1 − yj

xi+1 − xi
) (1)

In order to make direction invariant feature, we modified the proposed algorithm
in [6]. Two neighbor points are sequentially selected from first two points in
the set of re-sampling points. A primitive stroke is made by these two selected
points. Then, each primitive stroke can be one of three types : horizontal, vertical,
diagonal. Given two points, Xi and Xj , a primitive stroke is horizontal if xi = xj ,
and vertical if yi = yi, and diagonal if xi �= xj and yi �= yj. A primitive stroke is
aligned by the regular order. In other words, if xi < xj in horizontal strokes, or
if yi < yj in vertical and diagonal strokes, then let them leave. In other cases,
two points of the primitive stroke swap their positions. As a result, the direction
of a primitive stroke made by two points is always same. By this directional
alignment, D(i) is 0 ≤ D ≤ π as Eq. 1, while if the directional alignment
process is not performed, D(i) is −π ≤ D ≤ π.

By the way, if these direction are used as feature without any process, then
feature information can be sparse. For this reason, direction angle quantize as
n level to create direction histogram. In conclusion, this direction histogram
represents invariant directional information toward the order of strokes and the
number of strokes.

3 Sketch Recognition

In this paper, the spatial feature using distance map and directional feature
using direction histogram are used to represent the features of shape. In order to
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use these two pieces of information as a feature vector, we first normalize them
within an uniform range. First of all, the spatial feature is normalized in the
following way. We first compute the maximum value of C(x, y), Cmax, for each
distance map. Then, all the value of C(x, y) divided by Cmax are normalized
within 0 ∼ 1 value. On the other hand, the directional feature using direction
histogram is also normalized within 0 ∼ 1 divided by the number of points in an
entire stroke. Finally, these two feature vector can be used as the feature vector
to represent sketch because they are normalized within an uniform range. In this
paper, we define the size of distance map, m and n, as m=50 and n=40. These
values are from the result of experiments to decide which value is the best way
to illustrate a shape. Also, the quantization level for a direction histogram is
defined as the most efficient value, 10, by the experiment. Eventually, the final
feature vector of shape is combined by the spatial vector and the directional
vector. The spatial vector is combined by each row of C(x, y) in distance map
and the directional vector is quantized as 10 direction. In other words, the final
feature vector of shape is defined as F = (CT DT )T ∈ �(m×n+10)×1. After all,
templates can be made using this feature vector for each sketch. At this time, the
feature vector is computed by the mean of total training data. In other words,
given m training data and feature vector Fi for a sketch, the feature vector of a
template, T, is defined as T =

∑m
i=1 Fi/m. In conclusion, the new input sketch

is recognized as the category of the template with the lowest Euclidian distance
value by comparisons between the feature vector of input and the feature vector
of templates.

4 Experiment

For an experiment, we collected a sketch database while writers draw given
data-set with random sketching order. First, we gave 28 predefined shapes to
12 person and let them draw the shapes by using the pen of Tablet PC. Each
person repeatedly drew each shape 3 times. Therefore, we collected a total of
1008(28 × 12 × 3) shapes. We utilized 336 sketches among the 1008 sketches for
a training database, while others were utilized for an experimental database.
Second, for an experiment to recognize the online handwritten digits, we asked
40 persons draw 0 ∼ 9 digits by using the pen of Tablet PC and they were also
drawn 3 times for each digit. Therefore, we collected a total of 1200(40× 10× 3)
shapes for digits. We utilized 900 sketches among the 1200 sketches for a training
database, while others were utilized for an experimental database. Fig. 5 shows
examples of two kinds of experimental databases.

We built templates according to each subject by using two training databases
and evaluated the accuracy of sketch recognition about two experimental
databases. The first experiment compares the accuracy between the proposed
method using distance map and original chamfer matching. It is shown that the
accuracy of original chamfer matching is 83.5% over 636 digits. On the other
hand, it is shown that the accuracy of the case using the distance map is 94.2%.
This result demonstrates how spatial feature representation using a distance map
is a better method than original chamfer matching. The second experiment is
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Examples of sketch in our database. (a) figure sketches (b) numeric symbols.

the comparison experiment concerning the combination of two different features.
We experiment with three different cases. One case uses only a directional fea-
ture, another uses only a spatial feature, and the other uses both together. It is
shown that the accuracy of the case only using directional feature is 52.5%, while
another case only using distance map as spatial feature is 87.7%. However, in
the case of using both features together, the accuracy is highly increased to 93%.
It demonstrates that it is a powerful feature for a shape representation which
combines a spatial feature using a distance map and a directional feature using
direction histogram. Fig. 6 shows the experimental result of the two experiments
with numeric symbols in our database.

Table 2 shows that differences of the accuracy by giving different weight to spa-
tial and directional features in the proposed shape representation method. We use
both sketch database and online handwritten digit database in this experiment.
It is shown that our proposed method with both spatial feature and directional
feature has a high accuracy rate. In particular, the case which is given 0.4 weight
to distance map and 0.6 weight to directional feature has the highest accuracy,
which is the average rate 96%, on our database. It proves that the shape represen-
tation method using distance map and direction histogram is robust in regards to
shape variation and invariant toward the direction of strokes.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. The experimental result using numeric symbols. (a) The difference of accu-
racy between the proposed method and original chamfer matching. (b) The result of
combination of spatial feature and directional feature.
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Table 2. The result of experiment about all sketches in our database by different
weight. In this table, w1 is the weight to spatial feature, and w2 is the weight to
directional feature. Also, all values are the average of recognition accuracy in each
database. Bold text is the highest accuracy rate for different weight.

Weight Freehand Sketches Numeric Symbols Both Sketches
w1 : 1.0, w2 : 0.0 0.93 0.85 0.89
w1 : 0.8, w2 : 0.2 0.97 0.87 0.92
w1 : 0.6, w2 : 0.4 0.98 0.90 0.94
w1 : 0.5, w2 : 0.5 0.98 0.92 0.95
w1 : 0.4, w2 : 0.6 0.98 0.93 0.96
w1 : 0.2, w2 : 0.8 0.97 0.88 0.93
w1 : 0.0, w2 : 1.0 0.64 0.52 0.58

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, in order to recognize a sketch, we proposed the shape representa-
tion method being the combination of spatial and directional features on Tablet
PC environment. It is obvious that the sketching order did not have to be con-
sidered in the spatial feature using distance map. Also, the experimental result
demonstrated that the proposed template based on distance map is superior
to the original chamfer matching. Furthermore, a directional feature is a good
supplement feature to improve discriminant power. The proposed directional
feature is more powerful on real application because it is unrelated to the draw-
ing order. The experiment result showed 96% recognition performance about
the experimental database which consist of 28 freehand sketches and 10 online
handwritten digits.

In future work, we will study for making a classifier to recognize handwriting
sketches more accurately by using this proposed feature representation method.
Moreover, we will add more feature information to improve accuracy by giving
weight to a discrimination area against other sketches. At this time, we will
add alphanumeric symbols and complex mathematical expression symbols to
experimental database with previous database. Through this research, we will
make an unitive module to recognize various sketches, enabling us to go beyond
characters, such as mathematical expression, geometrical figures and graph.
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